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Why choose this BOOC, based on a MOOC on prisons in Africa?

Prisons in Africa are often reduced to images of dilapidated, overcrowded spaces… 
ultimately, they become the sign of states in crisis.

In this context, these prisons are a fulcrum for the reform of the state.
They are the object of local positionings, national projects, and international cooperation programmes.

This booklet aims to help you to put these images, these discourses, and these practices into perspective.

It can help you to understand penitentiary trends on the African continent 
in all of their geographical and historical diversity: city prisons, rural prisons, colonial prisons, 

prisons used during democratic transitions, political prisoners and common law prisoners.
It considers how we ought to analyse the prison phenomenon in Africa.

Prisons are unique spaces. We aim to analyse their social considerations, 
the experience of imprisonment, and the practices of those who imprison.

We also seek to study transformations in the fi elds of health, security, and human rights.

Structured into fi ve main chapters, this booklet off ers theoretical analyses 
and interviews with researchers, prison administration staff , former inmates, and activists.

It is for anyone who wants to discover or broaden their knowledge of prisons in Africa; 
for example, state actors involved in the fi elds of prison, law, and health, among others; 

professionals and individuals working with associations and NGOs; students 
and researchers in the social sciences.

We here put forward a new perspective on African prison culture, 
and this booklet will enhance your analytical ability and your capacity for action in the fi eld. 
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Week 2



Prisons in Africa have a history; 
they were not simply imported during the colonial era, 

although this period was undoubtedly a time 
when policies of confi nement multiplied 

and intensifi ed on the continent.
The nature of confi nement radically changed with colonial rule, 

when imprisonment became linked to the marginalisation 
and putting to work of African populations.

Prison systems are not static, 
but they evolve as a function of changing political regimes 

(colonial then postcolonial, authoritarian, crisis-ridden, transitional…). 
We will discuss all of these confi gurations and changing logics over the course 

of these exchanges on the history of the prison phenomenon in Africa.

Christine Deslaurier
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 Reclusion and sanctions in precolonial Africa  
Yasmine : What are the origins of prison in Africa? It is often said that 
prison was an invention of colonialism, that the European colonisers 
brought the idea of prison to Africa. What is the true story?

Christine : Actually, prison as a sanction—in other words, penal 
confi nement for punitive reasons—was relatively absent from the 
African continent as a whole before European intrusion. There were, 
of course, forms of reclusion and claustration, but they were ritual, 
economic, or military forms of reclusion. For example, individuals 
were confi ned during an initiation period. People were thus confi ned 
for specifi c reasons and not as a punishment.

Yasmine : So, crimes were not punished in Africa?

Christine : Criminals were of course punished, like everywhere 
else, but in diff erent ways! For example, persons found guilty 
were required to pay reparations or were made to suff er corporal 
punishment; they were executed in some cases. But one of the most 
widespread sanctions, especially in so-called lineage societies (that 
is, where the local community was the most important), was the 
extraction of the individual from their community, in other words, 
exile. Therefore, the person was not confi ned or was confi ned more 
or less ‘outside’. They were not confi ned between four walls, but the 
fact of being taken out of their community was one of the harshest 
sanctions that someone could face.

 African ‘proto-prisons’ in centralised societies
Yasmine : Are we right in saying that prisons as enclosed and punitive 
spaces began with the colonial period?

Christine : Yes and no… No, because we were just talking about 
lineage societies, but there were also centralised and militarised 
societies in the precolonial period, empires, kingdoms, and sultanates, 
and in those cases there are traces, written and archaeological traces, 
that there existed what we could call ‘proto-prisons’. This was very 
often the case in kingdoms: a sovereign who imprisoned those close 
to him or his deposed subordinates; a sovereign who feared for his 
power and wanted to maintain it. There are examples in the Ghana 
Empire, starting in the thirteenth century (the Ghana Empire, 
to clarify, straddled current-day Mali and Mauritania, not what is 
now Ghana). There are also traces in the Ethiopian Empire of the 
seventeenth century, in the Kingdom of Benin. Another well-known 
example is the proto-prisons in the sultanates of northern Nigeria. 

Yasmine : I think there was also an example in Buganda?

Christine : Yes! The ruler of Buganda had his close friends, his sisters, 
his brothers, whom he suspected or at least feared would usurp his 
power, thrown into deep pits. These large pits protected by tall poles 
are now in a museum near Kampala. Therefore, there were some 
forms of precolonial imprisonment. 
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 The confinement of slaves, 
 a precursor to colonial punitive imprisonment 

Yasmine : We have discussed the confi nement of members of 
high society that might threaten power, but wasn’t there also the 
confi nement of slaves in the context of the slave trade?

Christine : Yes, and this is extremely important. The confi nement 
of slaves was a foreshadowing for Africans of what confi nement and 
imprisonment could be on a more massive scale. And it is interesting 
to note that, at the start of the slave trade, in the fi fteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, all along the Atlantic coast, but also on the 
eastern border (because there was also an East African slave trade), 
military forts were built where slaves were ‘stocked’ (this term is used 
because they were considered to be ‘merchandise’ at the time), as 
well as pontoon boats where slaves awaited the great crossing, and 
also what are called ‘barracons’, which were in fact very rudimentary 
camps of straw or bamboo in which slaves were confi ned or put into 
quarantine before departure. They were sometimes left dozens of 
days without food; the conditions were terrible. 
And what is interesting and what shows how this precolonial 
confi nement truly marked the history of the continent is that in 
some African languages, in particular Kikongo and Lingala, for 
example, languages spoken in Congo, they use the word ‘boloko’ to 
speak about prison, which comes directly from the word ‘barracon’

 The development of legal systems 
 and colonial prisons 

Yasmine : So, the turning point supposedly brought by the coloniser 
was prison as more of an administrative system, an organised 
structure?

Christine : Yes, precisely. It is somewhat diffi  cult to establish a general 
chronology for the continent as a whole, since situations are highly 
varied given the size of the continent. But, in general, we can say that 
the earlier the Europeans settled in a territory, the earlier prisons and 
penitentiary systems were established. One of the most interesting 
cases of prisons in Africa (and the oldest) is that of the famous prison 
island of Robben Island off  the coast of Cape Town, South Africa, 
which was inaugurated as a prison from the mid-seventeenth century 
with the arrival of the Dutch. And it remained a prison for more than 
three centuries, so it is an old prison… But elsewhere, it was mostly 
at the turn of the twentieth century, with the installation of colonial 
administrations and their establishment in territories, that prisons 
were set up and a legal system was developed that made it possible to 
imprison people. 

Yasmine : Can we then say that it was at the end of the 1800s that 
prisons with walls were built in Africa?

Christine : Yes. In Nigeria, for example, in Lagos, the fi rst prison that 
could be called ‘modern’ was built in 1872, and just before the First 
World War there were no less than 110 prisons across the country, 
which was occupied by the British at the time. There was quite a large 
number of prisons for several years; there were lots of penitentiary 
establishments. And then, in other places, it was the installation of 
legal systems and the evolution of colonial and indigenous law that 
determined the establishment of prisons.
Elsewhere, at the start of colonisation, it sometimes happened that 
people made do with what they had at hand, and colonial administrators 
and soldiers took care of things with the means available to them. They 
could therefore imprison an African in the food storage area of a fort or 
in a room in the residence of a colonial administrator: these were some 
of the improvised methods used to imprison individuals. For example, 
in the photo we see the boma of Gitega, a military fort built by the 
Germans in 1912, which was not really a prison: it was intended to house 
the German garrison. But it was there that the fi rst so-called ‘modern’ 
prison in Burundi was established during the German period. There 
were no purpose-built ‘prisons’ at the time. 
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 The construction of colonial prisons 
Yasmine : And then genuine penitentiary policies were established 
with dedicated places of confi nement?

Christine : Yes, especially from the beginning of the twentieth 
century, as colonial and indigenous law evolved on the continent. I 
say colonial and indigenous law to distinguish them slightly, because 
the penal systems diff ered depending on whether they were applied 
to indigenous people, in other words Africans, or to the Europeans 
living there. This distinction would also have an impact within prisons; 
Europeans and Africans were not treated in the same way. As legal 
systems were established, penitentiary policies truly began to take 
shape, and when you talk about penitentiary policy, you’re talking 
about the construction of penitentiary buildings, buildings dedicated 
to the function of incarceration, to the confi nement of convicts. 
To return to the case of Belgian Africa, one that I am more familiar 
with than the others, if we look at Belgian penitentiary policies, we 
see that in the 1920s and 1930s, when the penal system reserved for 
indigenous people was truly established, buildings were constructed:

we can see the image of a prison in Gitega, Burundi, in 1926, built out of 
brick and stone; then, two years later, on a slightly more elaborate model but 
somewhat similar, we see the fort model with the construction of the prison of 
Stanleyville (now Kisangani in the Democratic Republic of the Congo); then, to 
bring this homogeneity in the architecture of Belgian prisons full circle, there 
came the construction of the Kigali prison in 1930. And we can see in these 
images something like a common architecture taking shape. This attests to a 
genuine intention to build prisons on very precise models.

Boma de Gitega, © Jean-François Astoury

Gitega, Burundi, © Nathalie Mohadjer

Stanleyville, Congo
© Courteville
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 The prison in Africa, 
 a long-standing social reality with foreign inspiration 

Yasmine : These prisons are almost one hundred years old! Can we 
now say that the prison and confi nement are an established social 
reality in Africa?

Christine : Yes, they are now a long-standing social reality that has been 
more or less appropriated in diff erent countries, but whose instigation 
and inspiration largely came from abroad. Let’s return to questions 
of vocabulary. These seem relevant, because the vocabulary that 
permeates a language is always symptomatic of something else. Earlier, 
I mentioned ‘boloko’, which means ‘prison’ in Lingala and Kikongo, 
coming from the Spanish term ‘barracons’. In languages like Kirundi, 
for example, which is the national language of Burundi (formerly part 
of Belgian Africa), they use ‘agasho’ for prison, which comes directly 
from the French word ‘cachot’. Throughout East Africa, where Swahili 
is spoken as a lingua franca, they use the word ‘ jela’ for prison, which 
comes directly from the English ‘ jail’. These semantic derivations 
exemplify the foreign infl uence of the prison phenomenon in Africa.

 Key takeaways 
Punitive prisons were practically absent from precolonial Africa, 
although there were ritual, military, and economic forms of confi -
nement, as well as ‘proto-prisons’ in some centralised states on the 
continent. The slave trade led to the establishment of quarantine 
areas and spaces for keeping captives, which gave Africans a taste of 
what was to come with prisons. 
However, it was at the turn of the twentieth century that the punitive 
and correctional prison appeared, growing rapidly from the 1870s 
until the 1920s and 1930s. Today, semantic traces demonstrate the 
foreign infl uence of the prison phenomenon in Africa, since the vo-
cabulary used in many African languages in relation to prisons and 
punitive confi nement comes from European languages.

 Reference list 
BAH Thierno,(1999). ‘Captivité et enfermement traditionnels en Afrique occidentale’. In BERNAULT 
Florence (ed.) Enfermement, prison et châtiments en Afrique. Du XIXe siècle à nos jours, pp. 71–81. Paris: Karthala.
BERNAULT Florence,(ed.) (1999). Enfermement, prison et châtiments en Afrique. Du XIXe siècle à nos jours, op. cit.
OGUNLEYE Ademola,(2007). The Nigerian Prison System. Lagos: Specifi c Computers Publishers.
ROSCOE John,(1911). The Baganda. An Account of their Native Customs and Beliefs. London: MacMillan,
https://archive.org/details/bagandaaccountof00roscuoft.

you’ve 
locked us up! 

us, your brothers 
and sisters! 
what cruelty!

it’s a new method 
that I’m testing... 

but you’ll see, it’ll be 
all the rage soon, 

with a proper 
administrative system 

and an organised 
structure!

Kigali, Rwanda, © The New Times
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Prisons 
and colonisation
 The colonial prison:  
 Behind the moral excuse, mass subjugation 

Yasmine : What are the relations between prisons and colonisation? 
After the period of the slave trade and the conquest of Africa by the 
Europeans, institutions like the police and the army were developed, 
but so were prisons. How did the prison phenomenon become so 
widespread in Africa?

Christine : To understand the development of penitentiary 
institutions on the continent, we have to go back a bit and look 
at what the Europeans thought was their ‘civilising mission’. The 
introduction of European penal justice was justifi ed by the idea of 
moralising the punitive methods of old African societies, which were 
assumed to be too cruel, too savage, too violent. And indeed, torture 
and corporal punishment were used in precolonial African societies 
to punish deviants. So we should really analyse the introduction of 
prison sentences in the colonies from this perspective, as a break 
from old indigenous modes of punishment.

Yasmine : That echoes the debates over reform in Europe! Did it 
achieve its objective in Africa?

Christine : EWell, let’s say that from the numerical perspective it did! 
In other words, there was a higher level of confi nement, and the use 
of prison sentences as a sanction to punish criminals became 

widespread. And, as the historian Ibrahima Thioub says, there 
was a massifi cation of incarceration in Africa, essentially because 
everything was criminalised. Existing off ences were multiplied, 
sometimes even invented on the spot, and therefore the number 
of incarcerations increased. However, corporal punishment did not 
completely disappear from the settlement of disputes in Africa, and, 
in particular, the meaning that reformers sought to give prison in 
Europe was completely transformed, even corrupted, once it came to 
the African continent, since confi nement was completely reshaped 
for diff erent uses that did not necessarily have to do with the moral 
reform of individuals.

Yasmine : You mentioned the ad hoc creation of off ences, a perverted 
use of prisons… What do you mean by that exactly?

Christine : Simply that the so-called ‘Western-style’ or European 
prison was not just imported and used as-is on the continent. In the 
context that Foucault developed, it was a question of reforming 
individuals morally. In fact, in Africa, prison was mostly used as a tool 
for the subjugation of so-called ‘indigenous’ populations, and, as such, 
the penal dimension of confi nement was made secondary. The aim 
of prison was above all to control territories, to lock down societies, 
and to put men to work. In fact, most of the time it was about putting 
inmates to work too, as a cheap and docile labour force, all in the 
framework of special legal regimes.

Yasmine Bouagga
Research fellow in social sciences at CNRS, Triangle, Ecoppaf programme
Christine Deslaurier
Research fellow in history at IRD, IMAf, and the University of Burundi, 
Ecoppaf programme
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 The arbitrariness of the penal and prison systems in colonial Africa
Yasmine : You mention special regimes, why is that?

Christine : Because, almost everywhere on the continent, special laws 
were applied arbitrarily to populations that were judged diff erently 
based on their status. The most obvious example of the arbitrariness 
and confusion between administration and justice in Africa is that of 
French Africa. The Code de l’indigénat [The Native Code] was fi rst 
established for the colony of Algeria in the mid-nineteenth century, then 
it was extended to French West Africa in 1881, and fi nally to the entire 
French Empire (including French Equatorial Africa and Madagascar) 
in the early twentieth century, around 1924. This Code de l’indigénat 
distinguished Africans (‘indigenous people’, therefore French subjects, 
colonial subjects) from Europeans or from those assimilated with them (a 
very small number: the few Africans who had citizenship, notably in the 
four communes in Senegal). The colonial administrator in the territories 
colonised by the French had practically absolute power to impose prison 
sentences and fi nes for all sorts of off ences, some of which, as noted 
earlier, were created ad hoc when the populations showed resistance, or 
when the colonial administrator was seeking suffi  cient labour for works, 
roadworks, and other projects.

Yasmine : So, ultimately, the colonial administrator made laws that 
suited his own wishes and interests?

Christine : Yes! And he was usually the governor or the director of 
the prison. He was at the same time the cercle, regional, or territorial 
commander, depending on the location in French Africa, as well as 
the director of the prison. 

Yasmine : What you are saying is that people were imprisoned 
when labour was needed. That is a true case of exploitation. Did this 
exploitation take place only in French colonial Africa or did it also occur 
elsewhere?

Christine : In the British colonial empire, in the Belgian colonial 
empire, and also marginally—since they did not last long—in the 
German and Italian colonies, what was practised in theory was what 

was called ‘indirect rule’, which was supposed to be more respectful of 
African authorities. The judges were customary authorities, chiefs, and 
so on. In reality, very often when customary justice or native courts 
deviated slightly from the norms in force in the colonial metropole or 
when they were deemed inhuman by the colonisers, European penal 
justice would take over. Ultimately, native justice and European justice 
coexisted, but in the end, the level of incarceration in British, Belgian, 
and other colonies was just as high as in the French areas under the 
Code de l’indigénat.

 Racial segregation in colonial prisons 

Yasmine : If I understand correctly, there was a two-tier justice 
system everywhere that distinguished between European citizens and 
African subjects?

Christine : Yes, precisely. In contrast with the prisons established 
in Europe, at least in theory, where inmates were citizens and legal 
subjects, colonial prisons participated in the construction of indigenous 
populations. In fact, colonial prison was like a mirror of colonial society 
itself in terms of its aspects of racial segregation and discrimination in 
social and political relationships based essentially on race.

Yasmine : You mentioned racial segregation, was that also expressed 
in diff erent types of confi nement, in the conditions of incarceration?

Christine : Absolutely! European criminals and off enders, for 
example, were not imprisoned—and, incidentally, this was written in 
the legal texts—with indigenous Africans. Even the worst criminals 
received special treatment in detention, in comparison with an 
indigenous person, for example, who did not pay a tax. This could 
be seen in better food and favourable individual confi nement for 
Europeans, while Africans, who were considered to be gregarious, 
preferring to be in a community, tended to be kept in group cells. 
It was also found in the ease of access to visits, correspondence, 
treatment in the justice system, and more. So, clearly, yes, there 
was racial compartmentalisation and racial privilege for Europeans 
compared to indigenous people in prisons. 40



 Penitentiary rules and sanctions:  
 The harshness of the colonial prison 

Yasmine : What were the living conditions for indigenous prisoners?

Christine : Spartan! In general, African prisons, for Africans in 
any case, were built according to minimalist models. If we take the 
example of Belgian Africa, we have descriptions of how prisons 
should be built: a wooden plank to serve as bedding, and the 
volume of air and food rations were calculated based on the strict 
minimum necessary for the breathing and nutrition of inmates. 
And it is interesting to note that, in the case of Belgian Africa, the 
recommendations for inmates were based on the model of what was 
done for the soldiers of the Congolese Force publique. That shows 
that Congolese soldiers were treated no better than prisoners, 
although inmates of course had even fewer rights than Congolese 
soldiers.

Yasmine : You mention soldiers, was prison discipline also very 
military?

Christine : Yes, very military. There were sanctions for disorderly 
inmates, who could be placed on a chain gang or in solitary 
confi nement; handcuffi  ng and lashes were very widespread.

 Timid prison reformism  
 after the Second World War 

Yasmine : We can see that there was an extremely strict, repressive 
punitive regime. Did this last throughout the entire period of 
colonisation?

Christine : Let’s say that after the Second World War the lines shifted 
slightly. First, because, in French Africa, the Code de l’indigénat was 
abolished in 1946, reducing the number of abusive incarcerations 
by administrators. Things also changed on the international level: 
international congresses of jurists and reformers were held where 

they discussed the meaning of punishment and prison reform. Finally, 
the situation was simply calling out for a reaction because prison 
overpopulation, frequent epidemics (as a result of the overpopulation), 
a lack of privacy, and the poor treatment of inmates increased the 
likelihood of escapes, riots, and other situations. The colonial authorities 
therefore needed to respond to the situation. So there were some 
attempted reforms.

Yasmine : Did any of these attempts succeed?

Christine : Dolan’s reforms in Nigeria are an interesting example 
here. Dolan was the director of prisons in Nigeria from 1946 to 1955, 
and he made signifi cant eff orts to improve the situation in prisons by 
doing things that seem simple and obvious to us today, but that were 
not necessarily so at the time: for example, separating juvenile and 
adult inmates, as well as men and women; making eff orts to educate 
prisoners—and here we return to the Foucauldian vision—and 
therefore creating professional training for prisoners for after their 
release; and even paying prisoners for their labour so that they would 
have some savings to survive on once released.

 An impoverished prison legacy 
Yasmine : Other than this example, what was the situation of prisons 
at the time of independence?

Christine : The colonial legacy for the states that achieved their 
independence in the 1960s and 1970s is a legacy of overcrowding, of 
prisons being at bursting point in terms of human capacity, of mostly 
dilapidated buildings, of frequent and recurring food shortages, and 
of utterly insuffi  cient healthcare. There was also no vision for the 
future for the inmates or for the penitentiary system in general. And, 
unfortunately, the same can be found on the continent today to some 
extent.

Yasmine : Thank you, Christine. We can see how this colonial history 
sheds light on the contemporary prisons of Africa. 41



 Key takeaways 
The establishment of colonial rule in Africa coincided with a signifi cant 
increase in incarcerations, which, under the guise of the ‘civilising mis-
sion’, served primarily to subjugate and control African societies and 
populations.
In the territories colonised by the French, where the Code de l’indigé-
nat fostered arbitrariness—as in the other colonial empires, where indi-
rect rule was supposed to be more respectful of indigenous customs—, 
colonial justice represented a special legal regime. Prison refl ected the 
racial segregation of colonial systems, and the harsh detention condi-
tions led to destitution, health problems, and rebellions. Timid reforms 
after the Second World War had negligible eff ects on prison systems, 
which were left in a pitiful condition for the new independent African 
states in the 1960s. 
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cophone’. Clio@Thémis 4: 1–39, available at: www.cliothemis.com/Jalons-historiographiques-pour-une. 
BERNAULT Florence, BOILLEY Pierre, THIOUB Ibrahima,(1999). ‘Pour l’histoire du contrôle social
dans les mondes coloniaux : justice, prisons, et enfermement de l’espace’. Revue française d’histoire 
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you got 10 years? what did you do?

well, 
nothing...

that’s impossible! 
Normally 

you get 5 years 
for nothing!
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Prison and penal 
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Ecoppaf programme
Romain Tiquet
Researcher in history, postdoctoral researcher at the University of Geneva

 Penal labour as an instrument  
 of colonial economic exploitation 

Christine : We will address the question of prison and penal labour 
in colonial Africa, a subject on which you have done extensive 
work. The Germans Rusche and Kirchheimer, in a rather well-
known book, analysed the question of punishment and prison from 
the perspective of the capitalist economy, and they emphasised 
that systems of production tend to adapt their punitive methods 
and levels of imprisonment according to their needs. You work 
on questions of penal labour in the colonies: Have you taken an 
interest in these analyses?

Romain : The analyses developed by these two authors, Rusche 
and Kirchheimer, are interesting. They develop a useful argument 
for analysing penal labour in the colonial context: that of the 
positive determinants of punitive methods. In fact, they explain 
that, in addition to punishment as a sanction for a fault or a crime 
(which they qualify as a negative determinant), there is a positive 
counterpart to this sanction, rooted in the productive system 
itself. To quote them, they emphasise that slavery, for example, as 
a method of punishment, cannot exist outside a slave economy, or 
that prison labour would be unthinkable without industry. To stay in 
the colonial context, penal labour would in fact be meaningless if the 
exploitation of resources and the establishment of infrastructures 
to transport these resources had not been at the heart of colonial 
ambitions in Africa.

Christine : What do you mean by that, can you develop this point a 
little?

Romain : We have to keep in mind that the colonial enterprise was 
above all based on a desire for social control, but also on an obsession 
with putting to work and exploiting colonial subjects, who were 
called ‘natives’ at the time, in the French context of ‘developing’ 
the territories. Administrative requirements and forms of forced 
labour were established, as well as services, taxes, requisitions, forms 
of unpaid labour, and forced cultivation, which formed a very tight 
net of constraints from which it was diffi  cult to escape. And when 
Africans, the so-called native populations, refused these constraints, 
they were sanctioned in the French context by the Code de 
l’indigénat and by other legal texts, and were sent to prison. Then, in 
prison, they were subjected to penal labour, which went along with 
the economic interests of the colonial metropoles.

Christine : So, everything that was said about the moral rehabilitation 
of natives, their intellectual or social rehabilitation, was nonsense?

Romain : You could put it that way! There was a moral discourse that 
presented education through labour as an issue of civilisation or moral 
rehabilitation, as you say. But, ultimately, penal labour primarily 
served economic objectives.

 The different forms of penal labour in the colonies 
Christine : Christine: I know that, in Belgian colonial Africa or in 
British colonial Africa, prison populations were largely put to work 
to exploit the mines and to engage in public works. But for French 
Africa, which you are more familiar with, could you describe the 
diff erent forms of penal labour that existed? 44



Romain : Penal labour could take place inside the prison, where, 
beyond their daily chores, inmates were used in productive work, 
such as in handicraft workshops, carpentry workshops, and so 
on. But they were also used outside the prison on private or 
public worksites to build roads and railways. And these forms 
of work, it is important to remember, also varied according to 
the specialisation of the colonies. Some colonies developed 
agricultural penitentiaries, like in Cameroon, Tunisia, and Algeria, 
where inmates participated in the cultivation of French colonial 
farms.

 ‘Native’ prisoners: A cheap workforce 
 that could be subjected to unpaid labour 

Christine : So, the idea to put inmates to work was clearly a 
productivist one? Was it a question of using a cheap labour force 
that could be subjected to unpaid labour at any time, because 
they were at the disposal of the prison authorities?

Romain : You could put it that way. The main goal, whether for the 
colonial administration or for private operators, was to minimise 
labour costs. In Senegal, I found an interesting document in the 
archives that compares the cost of a penal labour force for the 
construction of 100 kilometres of road with the cost of a private 
labour force. In the document, the cost of the penal labour force 
for 100 kilometres of road was 300,000 francs, while the private 
labour force would have cost 625,000 francs—so two times 
more. The following argument was developed in the document: 
‘Look, the use of penal labour is much more useful to the colonial 
administration because it is less expensive and makes it possible to 
exploit the colonies’. 

Christine : From a capitalist point of view, it has much more of an 
interest. But was all this penal labour regulated, or did the prison 
directors do whatever they wanted?

Romain : In French West Africa, penal labour began to be regulated 
in 1927. It was made obligatory for all common law inmates and 
all inmates given a disciplinary punishment in accordance with the 
Code de l’indigénat. We should note that, at the time, European 
prisoners or those who had assimilated were not subjected to 
obligatory penal labour and often had much better living conditions 
in prison than indigenous inmates. To come back to these 
indigenous populations, they could be convicted for not paying 
taxes, for refusing to work or to provide services, and therefore 
subjected to penal labour, and this led to regulations that massively 
expanded the use of prisons in colonial Africa.

 The example of mobile penal camps in Senegal 
Christine : In relation to the 100 kilometres of road to be constructed 
by inmates in Senegal, you mentioned in your research the notion of 
‘mobile penal camps’. Can explain what these are, exactly?

Romain : To put it into a more international context, in the 1930s 
the International Labour Organisation began to take an interest in 
and criticise the forms of forced labour in the colonial empires. The 
French colonial administration, particularly in Senegal, established 
three mobile penal camps in order to relieve congestion in civil 
prisons, to engage in a more rational use of the penal labour force, 
and to satisfy international public opinion that was increasingly 
critical of forced labour. These camps were prisons that used long-
term inmates on worksites, which relocated on the discretion of the 
site. The camps exemplifi ed the colonial economy of constraint, 
where there was a common use of low-cost inmates to develop the 
colonies in a context where penal labour was much more tolerated 
than other forms of forced labour.

 The ordeal of penal camps: 
 Labour, surveillance, and forms of resistance 

Christine : And do we have any idea, through the archives, of the 
living conditions of these inmates, these inmate-workers?
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Romain : There is documentation in the archives, mainly from colonial 
doctors. The conditions were punishing and tragic. To put it briefl y, 
there were inmates who worked ten hours a day, with a one hour 
break each day, and they had to travel ten kilometres to the worksite. 
They had rudimentary tools and the working conditions were terrible 
and led to frequent accidents. They returned at night to a camp with 
relatively basic architecture and were piled into dormitories with an 
alarming lack of privacy. These camps were surrounded by barbed 
wire like in penal camp C in Kelle, which I have studied extensively. 
Dogs were sent to prevent escapes. An interesting inspection report 
by a colonial doctor in 1942 records several wounds among the 
inmates, caused by vermin, working conditions, and other factors. 
The doctor describes the inmates as ‘human wrecks, sentenced 
irrevocably to death’.

Christine : Under these conditions, did the inmates ever revolt?

Romain : The inmates revolted daily, but in diff erent ways: there 
could be collective actions, mutinies, or other alternative forms of 
resistance. In the archives, I mainly found complaints by inmates 
that got through censorship, criticising the hygiene, living conditions, 
working conditions, and the conditions of daily prison life. There were 
also many escapes. An interesting statistic from the 1930s shows that 
more than half of all inmates in Senegalese prisons had escaped at 
least once, often with help from the guards. And a fi nal, somewhat 
peculiar form of resistance was self-mutilation, that is, intentional 
self-harm to avoid work.

 The value of detained bodies 
Christine : I fi nd this question of self-mutilation to be very 
interesting, because it appears that there are also documents from 
the time of the slave trade that show that many potential slaves 
intentionally harmed themselves to avoid deportation. So, what 
exactly does this say about inmates? 

Romain : LHere again, it is an interesting question because it 
makes it possible to resituate the punitive system in a greater 
political economy, a political economy of the body, to borrow an 
expression from Foucault. The body is truly the fi rst site of control 
of the penal space: as such, it can become a site of resistance. 
Populations, inmates, express their rejection of penal labour by 

injuring themselves, by making themselves incapable of working. 
And it also makes it possible to think about the relationship between 
confi nement and labour through the value given to individuals. 
The indigenous body takes on a certain value, since it must be in 
good health, capable of working, and if populations start to injure 
themselves, they will be incapable of working and will thus slow down, 
so to speak, the exploitation of the colonies. This relationship with the 
body is intimately linked to labour.

 The perpetuation of penal labour beyond forced labour 
Christine : Returning to the mobile penal camps in Senegal that we 
were just discussing, how long did this form of penal labour exist?

Romain : The mobile penal camps in Senegal lasted until the eve of the 
independence era, with the interesting aspect that penal labour was 
tolerated, and you could say that it continued beyond an important 
date: 1946—the date when forced labour was abolished in the French 
colonies. Penal labour and penal camps continued beyond that point, 
with one interesting example: I have studied salt manufacturing, and 
there was a salt company in Senegal that was used during the Second 
World War, during the war eff ort, and because it could not fi nd 
any free workers, it asked the administration to use penal labourers 
from the mobile camps. Inmates worked regularly and on a daily 
basis for this private company, from the 1940s until the eve of the 
independence era: that is, beyond the war, beyond the abolition of 
forced labour.

Christine : And what happened next? How long did it continue?

Romain : That is a rather interesting and delicate topic. We can consider 
that penal labour continues today. However, the situation is diff erent. 
It is no longer a case of productive confi nement in the proper sense of 
the term, as it was in the colonial period. Rather, it is more of a logic that 
responds to an absence, to a shortage in prisons: lack of health care, 
lack of materials, and so on. There are prisoners who use penal labour to 
ensure a brief respite, to improve their everyday conditions by building 
furniture, for example. The logic of penal labour is therefore really quite 
diff erent today.

Christine : So, inmates now work for their own subsistence. Thank 
you very much, Romain. 46



 Key takeaways 
In colonised Africa, prison enabled the control of the population, while 
at the same time providing a low-cost labour force for the public and 
private construction sites that participated in the ‘development’ of the 
colonies. We have therefore established a connection between penal la-
bour and the use of prison as a means of social control.
Prison has fulfi lled an important economic role for agricultural produc-
tion and colonial infrastructure. The example of mobile penal camps in 
Senegal is representative of this usage, where inmates had no rights and 
were subjected to terrible daily conditions. 
The colonial prison assumed a double role: that of a reserve labour force 
and that of the control of bodies. However, prisoners developed strate-
gies of resistance to these constraints. 
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We are going to build
 a road between here 

and the capital!
That means we’ll 
have a job soon!

No, 
that means 

we’ll be going 
to prison 
soon... 
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Prisons 
and authorities
 ‘Political’ imprisonment in Africa and elsewhere 

Yasmine : Today, we will be discussing the relationship between prison 
and authorities in Africa. When talking about African prisons, we 
often picture pathetic living conditions and overpopulation, but also 
political imprisonment, political prisoners. Is this one of the specifi c 
characteristics of African prisons? 

Christine : Not at all. All authoritarian regimes around the world 
imprison their opponents and dissidents, and sometimes democracies 
do it too. As a reminder, the Groupe d’information sur les prisons 
[Prison Information Group] was founded by Michel Foucault and 
others in the early 1970s in a context where Maoist militants, for 
example, were being imprisoned. Therefore, democracies also have 
political prisoners. 

Yasmine : Why do we have this persistent image of political 
imprisonment in Africa? 

Christine : Because political imprisonment has a certain historical 
presence in Africa. Dictatorships fl ourished following independence 
in Africa, but also, certain African fi gures symbolised the ‘political 
prisoner’. The most famous among them is certainly the fi gure of 
Nelson Mandela, who later became president of the Republic of 
South Africa. He was imprisoned for twenty-seven years. During his 
imprisonment, his face and his story were covered in the media beyond 
the continent. Thus, Mandela became an almost mythical fi gure of the 
political prisoner.

 Political imprisonment as a weapon of conquest 
 and colonial control 

Yasmine : You said that this political imprisonment fl ourished after 
the independence era, but did it also happen before?

Christine : Yes, indeed, the methods of repression used and abused 
by authoritarian and dictatorial regimes in post-independence 
Africa were widely used by the colonisers that preceded them. 
We could even go back further to the sovereigns who, in some 
kingdoms and empires, imprisoned their competitors or potential 
rivals, but it was really colonisation that kickstarted this process 
of imprisoning, marginalising, and deporting all dissidents and 
opponents, in fact anyone who did not go along with colonial 
conquest or, later, the colonial administration.

Yasmine : Is there is a sort of continuum to this political 
imprisonment?

Christine : Yes, a very clear historical continuum. I dare say that 
postcolonial dictatorial regimes found ‘good’ models in the colonial 
regimes that preceded them.

Yasmine : Do we have examples of this use of prisons by colonisers to 
establish their domination?
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Christine : Yes, very clearly! During the colonial conquest, there was 
a very high number of imprisonments of African military leaders and 
war leaders who were fi ghting the advance of the colonial armies. 
One of the most emblematic examples is that of Samory Touré in the 
nineteenth century in West Africa. For years, he engaged in military 
struggles with rather sizeable armies against the French invasion. 
He was eventually captured after several years, then deported to 
Gabon to a prison island where several other political prisoners were 
incarcerated. He died on this island, very far from home and as a 
political exile. 

Yasmine : Is this use of political imprisonment specifi c to particular 
moments of the colonial wars?

Christine : No, it is specifi c to colonisation as a whole, be it conquest, 
the establishment of colonial administrations, or, later, decolonisation. 
During or at the time of the establishment of colonial states, once 
they were in place and once administrations ruled the country, as soon 
as a leader, a deputy, or any person deemed subversive took a wrong 
step or spoke out in a way that might call into question this European 
domination, they were incarcerated or marginalised. There are some 
well-known examples that show that this was not only for political or 
nationalist speech. For example, Simon Kimbangu, who was the founder 
of a syncretic church called Kimbanguism, which is still active today, was 
convicted of sedition because he spoke of a return to African roots, of 
the struggle against the imposition of White domination, and he spent 
thirty years in prison, and he too died in detention. The Belgians, Belgian 
colonisation, even had a category in their legal texts for ‘political prisoners’ 
to isolate leaders and deputies from common inmates, from the ‘hoi 
polloi’, to avoid stoking too much emotion among the indigenous people, 
but this made it possible to remove all those who did not collaborate with 
the administration from colonisation and colonial governance.

 How spending time in prison  
 paradoxically legitimised nationalist leaders 

Yasmine : In order to avoid contamination, I imagine that the period 
of decolonisation was consequently a period of signifi cant political 
imprisonment?

Christine : Absolutely! Many nationalist and independentist leaders 
were put in prison, and I would dare say that almost all of them spent 
time in prison at some point. And in a certain way, ironically, this also 
contributed to their legitimacy as leaders and to their later being seen 
as heroes. There are countless examples, you could mention Habib 
Bourguiba in Tunisia, Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana, Patrice Lumumba in 
the Congo, Jomo Kenyatta in Kenya, and many more. Many leaders 
went through prison before becoming the heads of state or prime 
ministers of their independent countries.

 Decolonisation wars and massive camps 
Yasmine : We just spoke about the almost heroic fi gures of the 
fathers of independence, but by focusing on individuals, isn’t there 
also a risk of forgetting the way populations were treated during this 
period of decolonisation struggles?

Christine : Precisely, and that was very important, particularly in the 
cases of decolonisations that did not go very well for the colonisers, 
with wars of independence and wars of liberation. In those places, 
there were mass imprisonments. I am thinking of the wars of 
independence in Algeria and Cameroon, but also in Kenya. What 
happened in Kenya was rather remarkable: thousands of people 
were put in internment camps who were not necessarily armed 
combatants of the insurrection, which was called the Mau Mau 
Uprising at the time, against which the British were fi ghting, but 
who were simply deemed to be complicit. And the camps were truly 
massive.

Yasmine : Some researchers even talk about a ‘British gulag’ in 
Africa?

Christine : Yes, exactly. And you have to remember that these 
thousands of inmates were not held in prisons. They were actually placed 
in camps that were built ad hoc and in a hurry, because, if I dare say, 
they were imprisoned by the shovel-load; there was truly a huge number 
of inmates. These camps were sometimes established in no man’s land, 
surrounded by barbed wire, tents, rudimentary buildings; they almost 
remind you of refugee camps today—very rudimentary. 50



 Colonial legacy and postcolonial uses  
 of political prison 

Yasmine : Do these historical precedents from the colonial period 
help explain the very high levels of political imprisonment in Africa?

Christine : Yes, certainly. Because of the fact that there were these 
customs in the management of dissidence and criminality through 
violence, through prisons, postcolonial regimes in turn used prisons 
and brutality to silence dissidents. From the African point of view, 
however, in postcolonial regimes, the imposition of single parties, the 
personalisation of power, and authoritarianism also aggravated the 
situation.

Yasmine : In the postcolonial period, there is therefore a very 
signifi cant political usage of prison; could you tell us more about 
this?

Christine : The litany of sordid cases and lengthy individual or mass 
imprisonments of dissidents is so extensive, especially in the 1970s 
and 1980s, that it would take too long to go through them all. But 
we can cite two very emblematic examples. For example, in Guinea, 
almost all Guineans remember Camp Boiro, the most sinister 
prison at the time of Sékou Touré, where thousands of opponents 
or even mere citizens were imprisoned and died under torture or 
due to what was called the ‘black diet’, where they stopped giving 
food and water to inmates. Another very symptomatic case of 
what happened in Africa with the personalisation of the treatment 
of inmates is what was called ‘la piscine’ [‘the pool’], in Chad, 
where Hissène Habré, a dictator in the 1980s, imprisoned people 
individually in underground cells where many died or were tortured. 
We therefore have these emblematic cases of the nature of political 
prisons in Africa.

Yasmine : These are emblematic cases that captured people’s 
attention, but how can we know precisely what was going on in these 
prisons?

 An abundant prison literature 
Christine : Political inmates—or at least those who were able to 
leave prison or those who were able to get writings out—have 
spoken out. They have written testimonies about their living 
conditions. This was not the case of all inmates! Common law 
inmates often did not have the level of education or literacy 
required to produce a written testimony. However, the prison 
experience forms an entire genre of literature, to the point that 
there are even anthologies of prison accounts. Thanks to political 
inmates, we have a lot of examples, testimonies, and accounts of 
the prison experience. Some books are emblematic: you know 
Cristal by Gilbert Naccache, written on cigarette packs, or rather 
the paper wrapping of cigarette packs; Ken Saro-Wiwa, the eminent 
Nigerian poet and writer who, just before his public hanging, was 
able to get an account out of prison, which was later published. 
There were many accounts and testimonies published in Cameroon 
and in Côte-d’Ivoire, as well as novels on Mali and Egypt, that 
discuss the prison experience.

 Prison and political powers today 
Yasmine : There is an entire literature of this experience of political 
imprisonment. Has the situation changed today?

Christine : Yes and no. No, because regimes continue to imprison 
many opponents using charges that are sometimes instrumentalised: 
corruption, threat to internal state security, even terrorism sometimes, 
which can serve to mask political imprisonment. But also, yes, it has 
improved in a way. Why? Because the actions of civil societies have 
greatly developed over the past twenty years; laws have also been 
developed and applied; there is national and international media 
pressure… And in all these contexts where there is a demand for 
democracy in Africa, it has become harder to keep political prisoners 
incarcerated for long periods. It is more publicised, and therefore it can 
be more diffi  cult for political regimes to keep individuals or groups of 
individuals in prison for long periods for purely ideological or political 
reasons. 51



 Key takeaways 
‘Political’ imprisonment is not specifi c to Africa, but the lasting re-
presentation of the incarceration of opponents on the continent is 
linked to widespread symbols and practices. There is a long colonial 
history of the political uses of imprisonment, from the period of co-
lonial conquest to decolonisation, which fuelled the brutal practices 
of political imprisonment in certain postcolonial authoritarian regimes. 
These practices have had a lasting impact on the memories of African 
societies, and a genuine ‘library’ on the prison experience has amassed, 
with the publication of the accounts and testimonies of political priso-
ners, which has contributed to the image and imaginary of the ‘political 
prison’ in Africa.
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Prison and 
political transitions
 The impact of political regime changes on prisons

Yasmine : What are the relations between prison and political 
transitions? Prison is a tool for constructing political domination and 
it is a key issue during changes of power. What can we say about the 
variations in the link between prison and authorities in Africa?

Christine : Prison has always been adjusted to the ideologies and 
discourses of the regimes in power or those that want to take power. 
Therefore, the fi lling of prisons, as well as the releases and pardons 
that can take place during a regime change, are always subject to the 
twists and turns of history. And, Yasmine, you are well aware of this in 
the case of Tunisia.

Yasmine : It’s true! If we think about it, Tunisia post-independence, from 
Bourguiba to Ben Ali, used prison extensively in order to build power, 
be it for Bourguiba to build his power against the ‘Youssefi st sedition’ 
in the 1960s and against the perspectivist movement in the 1970s and 
1980s, or for Ben Ali to establish his political transition and mark a 
break through a large-scale liberation upon taking power, which he then 
counterbalanced with the imprisonment of Islamists in the 1990s and 
2000s.

Christine : There are ebbs and fl ows, and it reminds me a bit of 
the recent political transitions that have taken place in Africa, 
in particular in Gambia and Zimbabwe in 2017. One of the fi rst 
measures taken by the successors of toppled or deposed leaders 
(Yahya Jammeh in Gambia and Robert Mugabe in Zimbabwe) has 
been to announce or to actually carry out the liberation of prisoners. 
It is as if this moment of political transition was supposed to be a 
moment of action on prisons. 

Yasmine : Can we then say that these political changes are 
opportunities for prisoners to be freed?

Christine : Let’s say that to the extent that there are quote, unquote 
‘opportunities’ to be imprisoned when there are political and military 
crises, correspondingly, when there are peace negotiations, crisis 
recoveries, and democratic transitions, then, yes, prisoners tend 
to become stakes in this peace or this crisis recovery. And in many 
discussions of peace treaties, this question of the liberation of prisoners, 
be they political or not—because they are sometimes denied the status of 
‘political prisoners’—is a central issue and a point of negotiation.

 Prisons and crisis recoveries: From prison disputes
 to penal reform, the example of Burundi 

Yasmine : Since you work on Burundi in particular, I imagine that 
in the case of this country, the question of prisons must have been 
particularly important?

Christine : Absolutely. It is an interesting case. In Burundi, there 
was what was called the ‘contentieux de 1993’ [‘1993 dispute’]. A civil 
war broke out between 1993 and 2000, with political and ethnic 
massacres. During this time, thousands of prisoners fi lled Burundian 
cells and jails. These included people accused of killing their 
neighbours, of participating in rebellions, among other things. When 
the negotiations between the armed factions and the government 
took place, in the 2000s, one key thing at stake in the negotiations 
(among others, of course) was the release of these prisoners.
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It was rather complicated because some people argued, ‘They are 
real criminals, they killed my neighbour, etc.’, while others said, 
‘Yes, but if they are not seen as political prisoners, if their demands 
and what they did are not seen as taking place in an ideological and 
political context at a given time, then the peace treaty will not be 
signed and the war will not end.’ Therefore, it was a crucial issue, 
and if this clause on the release of prisoners had not been included, 
if there had not been commissions established to free these priso-
ners by the thousands, the peace treaty would probably not have 
been signed or enacted. 

Yasmine : But can this strategy for crisis recovery be reduced to the 
freeing of prisoners?

Christine : Relieving prison congestion and releasing prisoners are 
generally a result of crisis recoveries and democratic transitions. 
But they are not the only things that democratic transitions and 
crisis recoveries do. What also occurs is that more thought is given 
to the meaning of prison and the meaning of punishment. Not 
only about who we put in prison but why we put them in prison. 
Political transitions are in fact moments that are conducive to 
penitentiary reform. 
Let us return to the case of Burundi that I am very familiar with. 
The results of the peace dialogue moved towards the release 
of some prisoners, but just after the establishment of a new 
government, or at least in the transition that preceded it, a new 
penal code and new penitentiary regulations were put in place; 
bodies were established to verify the living conditions of prisoners 
and the end of torture; and civil society associations were created 
and authorised to verify that these bodies and these penal codes 
or penitentiary regulations were respected. Therefore, it shifted 
the lines for prisons—that much is clear.
In this history of post-war reform in Burundi, Nelson Mandela 
played a role that deserves to be highlighted, not only because 
he was the lead negotiator of the peace treaties, but also because 
he was, I would remind you, one of the most famous political 
prisoners of his time. His intervention had a profound impact on 
penitentiary reform in Burundi.

 The paradox of post-apartheid prisons in South Africa
Yasmine : That echoes back to the political transition in Tunisia after 
2011, after the fall of Ben Ali! But since you mentioned Nelson Man-
dela, was there was a Mandela eff ect on the situation in South Africa?

Christine : There was an eff ect, but it was a rather paradoxical one. We 
were talking earlier about relieving the congestion of prisons. In fact, 
after Mandela’s election as President of South Africa in 1994, there 
were reforms: a law was passed on correctional services and the death 
penalty was abolished in order to integrate the human rights of inmates 
into penitentiary policies. At the same time, however, the Penal Code 
or the Criminal Code was strengthened, and even though there was a 
phase of release associated with the end of apartheid and the victory 
of the former supporters of the African National Congress, suddenly 
the prisons were fi lled once again due to the criminality and violence in 
South Africa. Therefore, the eff ect was rather paradoxical.

 Prison-symbols: 
 Heritage status and the denial of memory 

Yasmine : So, paradoxically, there are more people in prison in post-
apartheid South Africa, and yet I believe I heard that some prisons 
had been closed?

Christine : Yes, including the most famous one, Robben Island, which 
was the prison where Nelson Mandela was held for almost thirty years. 
It was not the only one to be closed, but, in any case, it was where many 
political prisoners were detained during apartheid. And, in fact, Robben 
Island is interesting because it became a prison… well, fi rst it was closed 
in 1996, soon after Mandela’s election, then it became a national 
museum, and fi nally it was added to the UNESCO World Heritage 
List, which tells you something about the history of this prison! On 
this topic, I fi nd it interesting to show that this heritage status is rather 
symptomatic of what the new regime wants to do with his memory, 
in particular his memory in relation to prison. Because not all prisons 
became museums. Sometimes prisons with a dark reputation are either 
abandoned, like Camp Boiro in Guinea, which, as if there were a denial 
of memory about this camp, people ‘forgot’ was a penitentiary camp; 55



or, conversely, there are prisons that have been maintained in their 
original state to serve as evidence in trials against dictators. I am thinking 
in particular of ‘la piscine’, or what was called ‘la piscine’, which was the 
personal prison of the dictator Hissène Habré in Chad, and which ser-
ved as evidence in the trial against him.

Yasmine : So, there are diff erent forms of giving heritage status, or, 
conversely, of denying prisons, that infl uence the way in which new 
powers identify themselves?

Christine : Yes, and sometimes prisons also continue to be used the 
same way as they were before. This is also a form of denial, since they 
just put on a coat of paint and hope that the memory and history will 
go away. But yes, there is something of interest in what happens to 
prisons once the transition has taken place.

 Key takeaways 
Political transitions (regime changes or the end of confl icts) often re-
present opportunities for the mass release of prisoners, both political 
and otherwise. Beyond relieving prison congestion, they are also pe-
riods for refl ection on the meaning of prison, and times when penal 
and judiciary reforms are launched. 
These developments can have an immediate impact (in Burundi, the 
settling of the ‘1993 dispute’ has been linked to the laying down of 
weapons) or paradoxical eff ects (in South Africa, the post-apartheid 
penal reform saturated the prisons that had just been emptied). In 
any case, it is clear that prison and its uses are subject to the twists 
and turns of history and construct the regimes that take an interest in 
them. The images of prisons that these regimes construct are refl ected 
in the ways in which they deal with them—whether they are turned 
into museums, abandoned, or simply patched up.
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The museumification of prisons

Look at this 
souvenir bracelet 

I got from 
Robben Island!

Woah! 
So cool!
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Prisons in Africa have a history; 
they were not simply imported during the colonial era, 

although this period was undoubtedly a time 
when policies of confi nement multiplied 

and intensifi ed on the continent.
The nature of confi nement radically changed with colonial rule, 

when imprisonment became linked to the marginalisation 
and putting to work of African populations.

Prison systems are not static, 
but they evolve as a function of changing political regimes 

(colonial then postcolonial, authoritarian, crisis-ridden, transitional…). 
We will discuss all of these confi gurations and changing logics over the course 

of these exchanges on the history of the prison phenomenon in Africa.

Christine Deslaurier
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 Reclusion and sanctions in precolonial Africa  
Yasmine : What are the origins of prison in Africa? It is often said that 
prison was an invention of colonialism, that the European colonisers 
brought the idea of prison to Africa. What is the true story?

Christine : Actually, prison as a sanction—in other words, penal 
confi nement for punitive reasons—was relatively absent from the 
African continent as a whole before European intrusion. There were, 
of course, forms of reclusion and claustration, but they were ritual, 
economic, or military forms of reclusion. For example, individuals 
were confi ned during an initiation period. People were thus confi ned 
for specifi c reasons and not as a punishment.

Yasmine : So, crimes were not punished in Africa?

Christine : Criminals were of course punished, like everywhere 
else, but in diff erent ways! For example, persons found guilty 
were required to pay reparations or were made to suff er corporal 
punishment; they were executed in some cases. But one of the most 
widespread sanctions, especially in so-called lineage societies (that 
is, where the local community was the most important), was the 
extraction of the individual from their community, in other words, 
exile. Therefore, the person was not confi ned or was confi ned more 
or less ‘outside’. They were not confi ned between four walls, but the 
fact of being taken out of their community was one of the harshest 
sanctions that someone could face.

 African ‘proto-prisons’ in centralised societies
Yasmine : Are we right in saying that prisons as enclosed and punitive 
spaces began with the colonial period?

Christine : Yes and no… No, because we were just talking about 
lineage societies, but there were also centralised and militarised 
societies in the precolonial period, empires, kingdoms, and sultanates, 
and in those cases there are traces, written and archaeological traces, 
that there existed what we could call ‘proto-prisons’. This was very 
often the case in kingdoms: a sovereign who imprisoned those close 
to him or his deposed subordinates; a sovereign who feared for his 
power and wanted to maintain it. There are examples in the Ghana 
Empire, starting in the thirteenth century (the Ghana Empire, 
to clarify, straddled current-day Mali and Mauritania, not what is 
now Ghana). There are also traces in the Ethiopian Empire of the 
seventeenth century, in the Kingdom of Benin. Another well-known 
example is the proto-prisons in the sultanates of northern Nigeria. 

Yasmine : I think there was also an example in Buganda?

Christine : Yes! The ruler of Buganda had his close friends, his sisters, 
his brothers, whom he suspected or at least feared would usurp his 
power, thrown into deep pits. These large pits protected by tall poles 
are now in a museum near Kampala. Therefore, there were some 
forms of precolonial imprisonment. 
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 The confinement of slaves, 
 a precursor to colonial punitive imprisonment 

Yasmine : We have discussed the confi nement of members of 
high society that might threaten power, but wasn’t there also the 
confi nement of slaves in the context of the slave trade?

Christine : Yes, and this is extremely important. The confi nement 
of slaves was a foreshadowing for Africans of what confi nement and 
imprisonment could be on a more massive scale. And it is interesting 
to note that, at the start of the slave trade, in the fi fteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, all along the Atlantic coast, but also on the 
eastern border (because there was also an East African slave trade), 
military forts were built where slaves were ‘stocked’ (this term is used 
because they were considered to be ‘merchandise’ at the time), as 
well as pontoon boats where slaves awaited the great crossing, and 
also what are called ‘barracons’, which were in fact very rudimentary 
camps of straw or bamboo in which slaves were confi ned or put into 
quarantine before departure. They were sometimes left dozens of 
days without food; the conditions were terrible. 
And what is interesting and what shows how this precolonial 
confi nement truly marked the history of the continent is that in 
some African languages, in particular Kikongo and Lingala, for 
example, languages spoken in Congo, they use the word ‘boloko’ to 
speak about prison, which comes directly from the word ‘barracon’

 The development of legal systems 
 and colonial prisons 

Yasmine : So, the turning point supposedly brought by the coloniser 
was prison as more of an administrative system, an organised 
structure?

Christine : Yes, precisely. It is somewhat diffi  cult to establish a general 
chronology for the continent as a whole, since situations are highly 
varied given the size of the continent. But, in general, we can say that 
the earlier the Europeans settled in a territory, the earlier prisons and 
penitentiary systems were established. One of the most interesting 
cases of prisons in Africa (and the oldest) is that of the famous prison 
island of Robben Island off  the coast of Cape Town, South Africa, 
which was inaugurated as a prison from the mid-seventeenth century 
with the arrival of the Dutch. And it remained a prison for more than 
three centuries, so it is an old prison… But elsewhere, it was mostly 
at the turn of the twentieth century, with the installation of colonial 
administrations and their establishment in territories, that prisons 
were set up and a legal system was developed that made it possible to 
imprison people. 

Yasmine : Can we then say that it was at the end of the 1800s that 
prisons with walls were built in Africa?

Christine : Yes. In Nigeria, for example, in Lagos, the fi rst prison that 
could be called ‘modern’ was built in 1872, and just before the First 
World War there were no less than 110 prisons across the country, 
which was occupied by the British at the time. There was quite a large 
number of prisons for several years; there were lots of penitentiary 
establishments. And then, in other places, it was the installation of 
legal systems and the evolution of colonial and indigenous law that 
determined the establishment of prisons.
Elsewhere, at the start of colonisation, it sometimes happened that 
people made do with what they had at hand, and colonial administrators 
and soldiers took care of things with the means available to them. They 
could therefore imprison an African in the food storage area of a fort or 
in a room in the residence of a colonial administrator: these were some 
of the improvised methods used to imprison individuals. For example, 
in the photo we see the boma of Gitega, a military fort built by the 
Germans in 1912, which was not really a prison: it was intended to house 
the German garrison. But it was there that the fi rst so-called ‘modern’ 
prison in Burundi was established during the German period. There 
were no purpose-built ‘prisons’ at the time. 
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 The construction of colonial prisons 
Yasmine : And then genuine penitentiary policies were established 
with dedicated places of confi nement?

Christine : Yes, especially from the beginning of the twentieth 
century, as colonial and indigenous law evolved on the continent. I 
say colonial and indigenous law to distinguish them slightly, because 
the penal systems diff ered depending on whether they were applied 
to indigenous people, in other words Africans, or to the Europeans 
living there. This distinction would also have an impact within prisons; 
Europeans and Africans were not treated in the same way. As legal 
systems were established, penitentiary policies truly began to take 
shape, and when you talk about penitentiary policy, you’re talking 
about the construction of penitentiary buildings, buildings dedicated 
to the function of incarceration, to the confi nement of convicts. 
To return to the case of Belgian Africa, one that I am more familiar 
with than the others, if we look at Belgian penitentiary policies, we 
see that in the 1920s and 1930s, when the penal system reserved for 
indigenous people was truly established, buildings were constructed:

we can see the image of a prison in Gitega, Burundi, in 1926, built out of 
brick and stone; then, two years later, on a slightly more elaborate model but 
somewhat similar, we see the fort model with the construction of the prison of 
Stanleyville (now Kisangani in the Democratic Republic of the Congo); then, to 
bring this homogeneity in the architecture of Belgian prisons full circle, there 
came the construction of the Kigali prison in 1930. And we can see in these 
images something like a common architecture taking shape. This attests to a 
genuine intention to build prisons on very precise models.

Boma de Gitega, © Jean-François Astoury

Gitega, Burundi, © Nathalie Mohadjer

Stanleyville, Congo
© Courteville
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 The prison in Africa, 
 a long-standing social reality with foreign inspiration 

Yasmine : These prisons are almost one hundred years old! Can we 
now say that the prison and confi nement are an established social 
reality in Africa?

Christine : Yes, they are now a long-standing social reality that has been 
more or less appropriated in diff erent countries, but whose instigation 
and inspiration largely came from abroad. Let’s return to questions 
of vocabulary. These seem relevant, because the vocabulary that 
permeates a language is always symptomatic of something else. Earlier, 
I mentioned ‘boloko’, which means ‘prison’ in Lingala and Kikongo, 
coming from the Spanish term ‘barracons’. In languages like Kirundi, 
for example, which is the national language of Burundi (formerly part 
of Belgian Africa), they use ‘agasho’ for prison, which comes directly 
from the French word ‘cachot’. Throughout East Africa, where Swahili 
is spoken as a lingua franca, they use the word ‘ jela’ for prison, which 
comes directly from the English ‘ jail’. These semantic derivations 
exemplify the foreign infl uence of the prison phenomenon in Africa.

 Key takeaways 
Punitive prisons were practically absent from precolonial Africa, 
although there were ritual, military, and economic forms of confi -
nement, as well as ‘proto-prisons’ in some centralised states on the 
continent. The slave trade led to the establishment of quarantine 
areas and spaces for keeping captives, which gave Africans a taste of 
what was to come with prisons. 
However, it was at the turn of the twentieth century that the punitive 
and correctional prison appeared, growing rapidly from the 1870s 
until the 1920s and 1930s. Today, semantic traces demonstrate the 
foreign infl uence of the prison phenomenon in Africa, since the vo-
cabulary used in many African languages in relation to prisons and 
punitive confi nement comes from European languages.
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you’ve 
locked us up! 

us, your brothers 
and sisters! 
what cruelty!

it’s a new method 
that I’m testing... 

but you’ll see, it’ll be 
all the rage soon, 

with a proper 
administrative system 

and an organised 
structure!

Kigali, Rwanda, © The New Times
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Prisons 
and colonisation
 The colonial prison:  
 Behind the moral excuse, mass subjugation 

Yasmine : What are the relations between prisons and colonisation? 
After the period of the slave trade and the conquest of Africa by the 
Europeans, institutions like the police and the army were developed, 
but so were prisons. How did the prison phenomenon become so 
widespread in Africa?

Christine : To understand the development of penitentiary 
institutions on the continent, we have to go back a bit and look 
at what the Europeans thought was their ‘civilising mission’. The 
introduction of European penal justice was justifi ed by the idea of 
moralising the punitive methods of old African societies, which were 
assumed to be too cruel, too savage, too violent. And indeed, torture 
and corporal punishment were used in precolonial African societies 
to punish deviants. So we should really analyse the introduction of 
prison sentences in the colonies from this perspective, as a break 
from old indigenous modes of punishment.

Yasmine : That echoes the debates over reform in Europe! Did it 
achieve its objective in Africa?

Christine : EWell, let’s say that from the numerical perspective it did! 
In other words, there was a higher level of confi nement, and the use 
of prison sentences as a sanction to punish criminals became 

widespread. And, as the historian Ibrahima Thioub says, there 
was a massifi cation of incarceration in Africa, essentially because 
everything was criminalised. Existing off ences were multiplied, 
sometimes even invented on the spot, and therefore the number 
of incarcerations increased. However, corporal punishment did not 
completely disappear from the settlement of disputes in Africa, and, 
in particular, the meaning that reformers sought to give prison in 
Europe was completely transformed, even corrupted, once it came to 
the African continent, since confi nement was completely reshaped 
for diff erent uses that did not necessarily have to do with the moral 
reform of individuals.

Yasmine : You mentioned the ad hoc creation of off ences, a perverted 
use of prisons… What do you mean by that exactly?

Christine : Simply that the so-called ‘Western-style’ or European 
prison was not just imported and used as-is on the continent. In the 
context that Foucault developed, it was a question of reforming 
individuals morally. In fact, in Africa, prison was mostly used as a tool 
for the subjugation of so-called ‘indigenous’ populations, and, as such, 
the penal dimension of confi nement was made secondary. The aim 
of prison was above all to control territories, to lock down societies, 
and to put men to work. In fact, most of the time it was about putting 
inmates to work too, as a cheap and docile labour force, all in the 
framework of special legal regimes.

Yasmine Bouagga
Research fellow in social sciences at CNRS, Triangle, Ecoppaf programme
Christine Deslaurier
Research fellow in history at IRD, IMAf, and the University of Burundi, 
Ecoppaf programme
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 The arbitrariness of the penal and prison systems in colonial Africa
Yasmine : You mention special regimes, why is that?

Christine : Because, almost everywhere on the continent, special laws 
were applied arbitrarily to populations that were judged diff erently 
based on their status. The most obvious example of the arbitrariness 
and confusion between administration and justice in Africa is that of 
French Africa. The Code de l’indigénat [The Native Code] was fi rst 
established for the colony of Algeria in the mid-nineteenth century, then 
it was extended to French West Africa in 1881, and fi nally to the entire 
French Empire (including French Equatorial Africa and Madagascar) 
in the early twentieth century, around 1924. This Code de l’indigénat 
distinguished Africans (‘indigenous people’, therefore French subjects, 
colonial subjects) from Europeans or from those assimilated with them (a 
very small number: the few Africans who had citizenship, notably in the 
four communes in Senegal). The colonial administrator in the territories 
colonised by the French had practically absolute power to impose prison 
sentences and fi nes for all sorts of off ences, some of which, as noted 
earlier, were created ad hoc when the populations showed resistance, or 
when the colonial administrator was seeking suffi  cient labour for works, 
roadworks, and other projects.

Yasmine : So, ultimately, the colonial administrator made laws that 
suited his own wishes and interests?

Christine : Yes! And he was usually the governor or the director of 
the prison. He was at the same time the cercle, regional, or territorial 
commander, depending on the location in French Africa, as well as 
the director of the prison. 

Yasmine : What you are saying is that people were imprisoned 
when labour was needed. That is a true case of exploitation. Did this 
exploitation take place only in French colonial Africa or did it also occur 
elsewhere?

Christine : In the British colonial empire, in the Belgian colonial 
empire, and also marginally—since they did not last long—in the 
German and Italian colonies, what was practised in theory was what 

was called ‘indirect rule’, which was supposed to be more respectful of 
African authorities. The judges were customary authorities, chiefs, and 
so on. In reality, very often when customary justice or native courts 
deviated slightly from the norms in force in the colonial metropole or 
when they were deemed inhuman by the colonisers, European penal 
justice would take over. Ultimately, native justice and European justice 
coexisted, but in the end, the level of incarceration in British, Belgian, 
and other colonies was just as high as in the French areas under the 
Code de l’indigénat.

 Racial segregation in colonial prisons 

Yasmine : If I understand correctly, there was a two-tier justice 
system everywhere that distinguished between European citizens and 
African subjects?

Christine : Yes, precisely. In contrast with the prisons established 
in Europe, at least in theory, where inmates were citizens and legal 
subjects, colonial prisons participated in the construction of indigenous 
populations. In fact, colonial prison was like a mirror of colonial society 
itself in terms of its aspects of racial segregation and discrimination in 
social and political relationships based essentially on race.

Yasmine : You mentioned racial segregation, was that also expressed 
in diff erent types of confi nement, in the conditions of incarceration?

Christine : Absolutely! European criminals and off enders, for 
example, were not imprisoned—and, incidentally, this was written in 
the legal texts—with indigenous Africans. Even the worst criminals 
received special treatment in detention, in comparison with an 
indigenous person, for example, who did not pay a tax. This could 
be seen in better food and favourable individual confi nement for 
Europeans, while Africans, who were considered to be gregarious, 
preferring to be in a community, tended to be kept in group cells. 
It was also found in the ease of access to visits, correspondence, 
treatment in the justice system, and more. So, clearly, yes, there 
was racial compartmentalisation and racial privilege for Europeans 
compared to indigenous people in prisons. 40



 Penitentiary rules and sanctions:  
 The harshness of the colonial prison 

Yasmine : What were the living conditions for indigenous prisoners?

Christine : Spartan! In general, African prisons, for Africans in 
any case, were built according to minimalist models. If we take the 
example of Belgian Africa, we have descriptions of how prisons 
should be built: a wooden plank to serve as bedding, and the 
volume of air and food rations were calculated based on the strict 
minimum necessary for the breathing and nutrition of inmates. 
And it is interesting to note that, in the case of Belgian Africa, the 
recommendations for inmates were based on the model of what was 
done for the soldiers of the Congolese Force publique. That shows 
that Congolese soldiers were treated no better than prisoners, 
although inmates of course had even fewer rights than Congolese 
soldiers.

Yasmine : You mention soldiers, was prison discipline also very 
military?

Christine : Yes, very military. There were sanctions for disorderly 
inmates, who could be placed on a chain gang or in solitary 
confi nement; handcuffi  ng and lashes were very widespread.

 Timid prison reformism  
 after the Second World War 

Yasmine : We can see that there was an extremely strict, repressive 
punitive regime. Did this last throughout the entire period of 
colonisation?

Christine : Let’s say that after the Second World War the lines shifted 
slightly. First, because, in French Africa, the Code de l’indigénat was 
abolished in 1946, reducing the number of abusive incarcerations 
by administrators. Things also changed on the international level: 
international congresses of jurists and reformers were held where 

they discussed the meaning of punishment and prison reform. Finally, 
the situation was simply calling out for a reaction because prison 
overpopulation, frequent epidemics (as a result of the overpopulation), 
a lack of privacy, and the poor treatment of inmates increased the 
likelihood of escapes, riots, and other situations. The colonial authorities 
therefore needed to respond to the situation. So there were some 
attempted reforms.

Yasmine : Did any of these attempts succeed?

Christine : Dolan’s reforms in Nigeria are an interesting example 
here. Dolan was the director of prisons in Nigeria from 1946 to 1955, 
and he made signifi cant eff orts to improve the situation in prisons by 
doing things that seem simple and obvious to us today, but that were 
not necessarily so at the time: for example, separating juvenile and 
adult inmates, as well as men and women; making eff orts to educate 
prisoners—and here we return to the Foucauldian vision—and 
therefore creating professional training for prisoners for after their 
release; and even paying prisoners for their labour so that they would 
have some savings to survive on once released.

 An impoverished prison legacy 
Yasmine : Other than this example, what was the situation of prisons 
at the time of independence?

Christine : The colonial legacy for the states that achieved their 
independence in the 1960s and 1970s is a legacy of overcrowding, of 
prisons being at bursting point in terms of human capacity, of mostly 
dilapidated buildings, of frequent and recurring food shortages, and 
of utterly insuffi  cient healthcare. There was also no vision for the 
future for the inmates or for the penitentiary system in general. And, 
unfortunately, the same can be found on the continent today to some 
extent.

Yasmine : Thank you, Christine. We can see how this colonial history 
sheds light on the contemporary prisons of Africa. 41



 Key takeaways 
The establishment of colonial rule in Africa coincided with a signifi cant 
increase in incarcerations, which, under the guise of the ‘civilising mis-
sion’, served primarily to subjugate and control African societies and 
populations.
In the territories colonised by the French, where the Code de l’indigé-
nat fostered arbitrariness—as in the other colonial empires, where indi-
rect rule was supposed to be more respectful of indigenous customs—, 
colonial justice represented a special legal regime. Prison refl ected the 
racial segregation of colonial systems, and the harsh detention condi-
tions led to destitution, health problems, and rebellions. Timid reforms 
after the Second World War had negligible eff ects on prison systems, 
which were left in a pitiful condition for the new independent African 
states in the 1960s. 
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you got 10 years? what did you do?

well, 
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that’s impossible! 
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you get 5 years 
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 Penal labour as an instrument  
 of colonial economic exploitation 

Christine : We will address the question of prison and penal labour 
in colonial Africa, a subject on which you have done extensive 
work. The Germans Rusche and Kirchheimer, in a rather well-
known book, analysed the question of punishment and prison from 
the perspective of the capitalist economy, and they emphasised 
that systems of production tend to adapt their punitive methods 
and levels of imprisonment according to their needs. You work 
on questions of penal labour in the colonies: Have you taken an 
interest in these analyses?

Romain : The analyses developed by these two authors, Rusche 
and Kirchheimer, are interesting. They develop a useful argument 
for analysing penal labour in the colonial context: that of the 
positive determinants of punitive methods. In fact, they explain 
that, in addition to punishment as a sanction for a fault or a crime 
(which they qualify as a negative determinant), there is a positive 
counterpart to this sanction, rooted in the productive system 
itself. To quote them, they emphasise that slavery, for example, as 
a method of punishment, cannot exist outside a slave economy, or 
that prison labour would be unthinkable without industry. To stay in 
the colonial context, penal labour would in fact be meaningless if the 
exploitation of resources and the establishment of infrastructures 
to transport these resources had not been at the heart of colonial 
ambitions in Africa.

Christine : What do you mean by that, can you develop this point a 
little?

Romain : We have to keep in mind that the colonial enterprise was 
above all based on a desire for social control, but also on an obsession 
with putting to work and exploiting colonial subjects, who were 
called ‘natives’ at the time, in the French context of ‘developing’ 
the territories. Administrative requirements and forms of forced 
labour were established, as well as services, taxes, requisitions, forms 
of unpaid labour, and forced cultivation, which formed a very tight 
net of constraints from which it was diffi  cult to escape. And when 
Africans, the so-called native populations, refused these constraints, 
they were sanctioned in the French context by the Code de 
l’indigénat and by other legal texts, and were sent to prison. Then, in 
prison, they were subjected to penal labour, which went along with 
the economic interests of the colonial metropoles.

Christine : So, everything that was said about the moral rehabilitation 
of natives, their intellectual or social rehabilitation, was nonsense?

Romain : You could put it that way! There was a moral discourse that 
presented education through labour as an issue of civilisation or moral 
rehabilitation, as you say. But, ultimately, penal labour primarily 
served economic objectives.

 The different forms of penal labour in the colonies 
Christine : Christine: I know that, in Belgian colonial Africa or in 
British colonial Africa, prison populations were largely put to work 
to exploit the mines and to engage in public works. But for French 
Africa, which you are more familiar with, could you describe the 
diff erent forms of penal labour that existed? 44



Romain : Penal labour could take place inside the prison, where, 
beyond their daily chores, inmates were used in productive work, 
such as in handicraft workshops, carpentry workshops, and so 
on. But they were also used outside the prison on private or 
public worksites to build roads and railways. And these forms 
of work, it is important to remember, also varied according to 
the specialisation of the colonies. Some colonies developed 
agricultural penitentiaries, like in Cameroon, Tunisia, and Algeria, 
where inmates participated in the cultivation of French colonial 
farms.

 ‘Native’ prisoners: A cheap workforce 
 that could be subjected to unpaid labour 

Christine : So, the idea to put inmates to work was clearly a 
productivist one? Was it a question of using a cheap labour force 
that could be subjected to unpaid labour at any time, because 
they were at the disposal of the prison authorities?

Romain : You could put it that way. The main goal, whether for the 
colonial administration or for private operators, was to minimise 
labour costs. In Senegal, I found an interesting document in the 
archives that compares the cost of a penal labour force for the 
construction of 100 kilometres of road with the cost of a private 
labour force. In the document, the cost of the penal labour force 
for 100 kilometres of road was 300,000 francs, while the private 
labour force would have cost 625,000 francs—so two times 
more. The following argument was developed in the document: 
‘Look, the use of penal labour is much more useful to the colonial 
administration because it is less expensive and makes it possible to 
exploit the colonies’. 

Christine : From a capitalist point of view, it has much more of an 
interest. But was all this penal labour regulated, or did the prison 
directors do whatever they wanted?

Romain : In French West Africa, penal labour began to be regulated 
in 1927. It was made obligatory for all common law inmates and 
all inmates given a disciplinary punishment in accordance with the 
Code de l’indigénat. We should note that, at the time, European 
prisoners or those who had assimilated were not subjected to 
obligatory penal labour and often had much better living conditions 
in prison than indigenous inmates. To come back to these 
indigenous populations, they could be convicted for not paying 
taxes, for refusing to work or to provide services, and therefore 
subjected to penal labour, and this led to regulations that massively 
expanded the use of prisons in colonial Africa.

 The example of mobile penal camps in Senegal 
Christine : In relation to the 100 kilometres of road to be constructed 
by inmates in Senegal, you mentioned in your research the notion of 
‘mobile penal camps’. Can explain what these are, exactly?

Romain : To put it into a more international context, in the 1930s 
the International Labour Organisation began to take an interest in 
and criticise the forms of forced labour in the colonial empires. The 
French colonial administration, particularly in Senegal, established 
three mobile penal camps in order to relieve congestion in civil 
prisons, to engage in a more rational use of the penal labour force, 
and to satisfy international public opinion that was increasingly 
critical of forced labour. These camps were prisons that used long-
term inmates on worksites, which relocated on the discretion of the 
site. The camps exemplifi ed the colonial economy of constraint, 
where there was a common use of low-cost inmates to develop the 
colonies in a context where penal labour was much more tolerated 
than other forms of forced labour.

 The ordeal of penal camps: 
 Labour, surveillance, and forms of resistance 

Christine : And do we have any idea, through the archives, of the 
living conditions of these inmates, these inmate-workers?
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Romain : There is documentation in the archives, mainly from colonial 
doctors. The conditions were punishing and tragic. To put it briefl y, 
there were inmates who worked ten hours a day, with a one hour 
break each day, and they had to travel ten kilometres to the worksite. 
They had rudimentary tools and the working conditions were terrible 
and led to frequent accidents. They returned at night to a camp with 
relatively basic architecture and were piled into dormitories with an 
alarming lack of privacy. These camps were surrounded by barbed 
wire like in penal camp C in Kelle, which I have studied extensively. 
Dogs were sent to prevent escapes. An interesting inspection report 
by a colonial doctor in 1942 records several wounds among the 
inmates, caused by vermin, working conditions, and other factors. 
The doctor describes the inmates as ‘human wrecks, sentenced 
irrevocably to death’.

Christine : Under these conditions, did the inmates ever revolt?

Romain : The inmates revolted daily, but in diff erent ways: there 
could be collective actions, mutinies, or other alternative forms of 
resistance. In the archives, I mainly found complaints by inmates 
that got through censorship, criticising the hygiene, living conditions, 
working conditions, and the conditions of daily prison life. There were 
also many escapes. An interesting statistic from the 1930s shows that 
more than half of all inmates in Senegalese prisons had escaped at 
least once, often with help from the guards. And a fi nal, somewhat 
peculiar form of resistance was self-mutilation, that is, intentional 
self-harm to avoid work.

 The value of detained bodies 
Christine : I fi nd this question of self-mutilation to be very 
interesting, because it appears that there are also documents from 
the time of the slave trade that show that many potential slaves 
intentionally harmed themselves to avoid deportation. So, what 
exactly does this say about inmates? 

Romain : LHere again, it is an interesting question because it 
makes it possible to resituate the punitive system in a greater 
political economy, a political economy of the body, to borrow an 
expression from Foucault. The body is truly the fi rst site of control 
of the penal space: as such, it can become a site of resistance. 
Populations, inmates, express their rejection of penal labour by 

injuring themselves, by making themselves incapable of working. 
And it also makes it possible to think about the relationship between 
confi nement and labour through the value given to individuals. 
The indigenous body takes on a certain value, since it must be in 
good health, capable of working, and if populations start to injure 
themselves, they will be incapable of working and will thus slow down, 
so to speak, the exploitation of the colonies. This relationship with the 
body is intimately linked to labour.

 The perpetuation of penal labour beyond forced labour 
Christine : Returning to the mobile penal camps in Senegal that we 
were just discussing, how long did this form of penal labour exist?

Romain : The mobile penal camps in Senegal lasted until the eve of the 
independence era, with the interesting aspect that penal labour was 
tolerated, and you could say that it continued beyond an important 
date: 1946—the date when forced labour was abolished in the French 
colonies. Penal labour and penal camps continued beyond that point, 
with one interesting example: I have studied salt manufacturing, and 
there was a salt company in Senegal that was used during the Second 
World War, during the war eff ort, and because it could not fi nd 
any free workers, it asked the administration to use penal labourers 
from the mobile camps. Inmates worked regularly and on a daily 
basis for this private company, from the 1940s until the eve of the 
independence era: that is, beyond the war, beyond the abolition of 
forced labour.

Christine : And what happened next? How long did it continue?

Romain : That is a rather interesting and delicate topic. We can consider 
that penal labour continues today. However, the situation is diff erent. 
It is no longer a case of productive confi nement in the proper sense of 
the term, as it was in the colonial period. Rather, it is more of a logic that 
responds to an absence, to a shortage in prisons: lack of health care, 
lack of materials, and so on. There are prisoners who use penal labour to 
ensure a brief respite, to improve their everyday conditions by building 
furniture, for example. The logic of penal labour is therefore really quite 
diff erent today.

Christine : So, inmates now work for their own subsistence. Thank 
you very much, Romain. 46



 Key takeaways 
In colonised Africa, prison enabled the control of the population, while 
at the same time providing a low-cost labour force for the public and 
private construction sites that participated in the ‘development’ of the 
colonies. We have therefore established a connection between penal la-
bour and the use of prison as a means of social control.
Prison has fulfi lled an important economic role for agricultural produc-
tion and colonial infrastructure. The example of mobile penal camps in 
Senegal is representative of this usage, where inmates had no rights and 
were subjected to terrible daily conditions. 
The colonial prison assumed a double role: that of a reserve labour force 
and that of the control of bodies. However, prisoners developed strate-
gies of resistance to these constraints. 
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We are going to build
 a road between here 

and the capital!
That means we’ll 
have a job soon!

No, 
that means 

we’ll be going 
to prison 
soon... 
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Prisons 
and authorities
 ‘Political’ imprisonment in Africa and elsewhere 

Yasmine : Today, we will be discussing the relationship between prison 
and authorities in Africa. When talking about African prisons, we 
often picture pathetic living conditions and overpopulation, but also 
political imprisonment, political prisoners. Is this one of the specifi c 
characteristics of African prisons? 

Christine : Not at all. All authoritarian regimes around the world 
imprison their opponents and dissidents, and sometimes democracies 
do it too. As a reminder, the Groupe d’information sur les prisons 
[Prison Information Group] was founded by Michel Foucault and 
others in the early 1970s in a context where Maoist militants, for 
example, were being imprisoned. Therefore, democracies also have 
political prisoners. 

Yasmine : Why do we have this persistent image of political 
imprisonment in Africa? 

Christine : Because political imprisonment has a certain historical 
presence in Africa. Dictatorships fl ourished following independence 
in Africa, but also, certain African fi gures symbolised the ‘political 
prisoner’. The most famous among them is certainly the fi gure of 
Nelson Mandela, who later became president of the Republic of 
South Africa. He was imprisoned for twenty-seven years. During his 
imprisonment, his face and his story were covered in the media beyond 
the continent. Thus, Mandela became an almost mythical fi gure of the 
political prisoner.

 Political imprisonment as a weapon of conquest 
 and colonial control 

Yasmine : You said that this political imprisonment fl ourished after 
the independence era, but did it also happen before?

Christine : Yes, indeed, the methods of repression used and abused 
by authoritarian and dictatorial regimes in post-independence 
Africa were widely used by the colonisers that preceded them. 
We could even go back further to the sovereigns who, in some 
kingdoms and empires, imprisoned their competitors or potential 
rivals, but it was really colonisation that kickstarted this process 
of imprisoning, marginalising, and deporting all dissidents and 
opponents, in fact anyone who did not go along with colonial 
conquest or, later, the colonial administration.

Yasmine : Is there is a sort of continuum to this political 
imprisonment?

Christine : Yes, a very clear historical continuum. I dare say that 
postcolonial dictatorial regimes found ‘good’ models in the colonial 
regimes that preceded them.

Yasmine : Do we have examples of this use of prisons by colonisers to 
establish their domination?
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Christine : Yes, very clearly! During the colonial conquest, there was 
a very high number of imprisonments of African military leaders and 
war leaders who were fi ghting the advance of the colonial armies. 
One of the most emblematic examples is that of Samory Touré in the 
nineteenth century in West Africa. For years, he engaged in military 
struggles with rather sizeable armies against the French invasion. 
He was eventually captured after several years, then deported to 
Gabon to a prison island where several other political prisoners were 
incarcerated. He died on this island, very far from home and as a 
political exile. 

Yasmine : Is this use of political imprisonment specifi c to particular 
moments of the colonial wars?

Christine : No, it is specifi c to colonisation as a whole, be it conquest, 
the establishment of colonial administrations, or, later, decolonisation. 
During or at the time of the establishment of colonial states, once 
they were in place and once administrations ruled the country, as soon 
as a leader, a deputy, or any person deemed subversive took a wrong 
step or spoke out in a way that might call into question this European 
domination, they were incarcerated or marginalised. There are some 
well-known examples that show that this was not only for political or 
nationalist speech. For example, Simon Kimbangu, who was the founder 
of a syncretic church called Kimbanguism, which is still active today, was 
convicted of sedition because he spoke of a return to African roots, of 
the struggle against the imposition of White domination, and he spent 
thirty years in prison, and he too died in detention. The Belgians, Belgian 
colonisation, even had a category in their legal texts for ‘political prisoners’ 
to isolate leaders and deputies from common inmates, from the ‘hoi 
polloi’, to avoid stoking too much emotion among the indigenous people, 
but this made it possible to remove all those who did not collaborate with 
the administration from colonisation and colonial governance.

 How spending time in prison  
 paradoxically legitimised nationalist leaders 

Yasmine : In order to avoid contamination, I imagine that the period 
of decolonisation was consequently a period of signifi cant political 
imprisonment?

Christine : Absolutely! Many nationalist and independentist leaders 
were put in prison, and I would dare say that almost all of them spent 
time in prison at some point. And in a certain way, ironically, this also 
contributed to their legitimacy as leaders and to their later being seen 
as heroes. There are countless examples, you could mention Habib 
Bourguiba in Tunisia, Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana, Patrice Lumumba in 
the Congo, Jomo Kenyatta in Kenya, and many more. Many leaders 
went through prison before becoming the heads of state or prime 
ministers of their independent countries.

 Decolonisation wars and massive camps 
Yasmine : We just spoke about the almost heroic fi gures of the 
fathers of independence, but by focusing on individuals, isn’t there 
also a risk of forgetting the way populations were treated during this 
period of decolonisation struggles?

Christine : Precisely, and that was very important, particularly in the 
cases of decolonisations that did not go very well for the colonisers, 
with wars of independence and wars of liberation. In those places, 
there were mass imprisonments. I am thinking of the wars of 
independence in Algeria and Cameroon, but also in Kenya. What 
happened in Kenya was rather remarkable: thousands of people 
were put in internment camps who were not necessarily armed 
combatants of the insurrection, which was called the Mau Mau 
Uprising at the time, against which the British were fi ghting, but 
who were simply deemed to be complicit. And the camps were truly 
massive.

Yasmine : Some researchers even talk about a ‘British gulag’ in 
Africa?

Christine : Yes, exactly. And you have to remember that these 
thousands of inmates were not held in prisons. They were actually placed 
in camps that were built ad hoc and in a hurry, because, if I dare say, 
they were imprisoned by the shovel-load; there was truly a huge number 
of inmates. These camps were sometimes established in no man’s land, 
surrounded by barbed wire, tents, rudimentary buildings; they almost 
remind you of refugee camps today—very rudimentary. 50



 Colonial legacy and postcolonial uses  
 of political prison 

Yasmine : Do these historical precedents from the colonial period 
help explain the very high levels of political imprisonment in Africa?

Christine : Yes, certainly. Because of the fact that there were these 
customs in the management of dissidence and criminality through 
violence, through prisons, postcolonial regimes in turn used prisons 
and brutality to silence dissidents. From the African point of view, 
however, in postcolonial regimes, the imposition of single parties, the 
personalisation of power, and authoritarianism also aggravated the 
situation.

Yasmine : In the postcolonial period, there is therefore a very 
signifi cant political usage of prison; could you tell us more about 
this?

Christine : The litany of sordid cases and lengthy individual or mass 
imprisonments of dissidents is so extensive, especially in the 1970s 
and 1980s, that it would take too long to go through them all. But 
we can cite two very emblematic examples. For example, in Guinea, 
almost all Guineans remember Camp Boiro, the most sinister 
prison at the time of Sékou Touré, where thousands of opponents 
or even mere citizens were imprisoned and died under torture or 
due to what was called the ‘black diet’, where they stopped giving 
food and water to inmates. Another very symptomatic case of 
what happened in Africa with the personalisation of the treatment 
of inmates is what was called ‘la piscine’ [‘the pool’], in Chad, 
where Hissène Habré, a dictator in the 1980s, imprisoned people 
individually in underground cells where many died or were tortured. 
We therefore have these emblematic cases of the nature of political 
prisons in Africa.

Yasmine : These are emblematic cases that captured people’s 
attention, but how can we know precisely what was going on in these 
prisons?

 An abundant prison literature 
Christine : Political inmates—or at least those who were able to 
leave prison or those who were able to get writings out—have 
spoken out. They have written testimonies about their living 
conditions. This was not the case of all inmates! Common law 
inmates often did not have the level of education or literacy 
required to produce a written testimony. However, the prison 
experience forms an entire genre of literature, to the point that 
there are even anthologies of prison accounts. Thanks to political 
inmates, we have a lot of examples, testimonies, and accounts of 
the prison experience. Some books are emblematic: you know 
Cristal by Gilbert Naccache, written on cigarette packs, or rather 
the paper wrapping of cigarette packs; Ken Saro-Wiwa, the eminent 
Nigerian poet and writer who, just before his public hanging, was 
able to get an account out of prison, which was later published. 
There were many accounts and testimonies published in Cameroon 
and in Côte-d’Ivoire, as well as novels on Mali and Egypt, that 
discuss the prison experience.

 Prison and political powers today 
Yasmine : There is an entire literature of this experience of political 
imprisonment. Has the situation changed today?

Christine : Yes and no. No, because regimes continue to imprison 
many opponents using charges that are sometimes instrumentalised: 
corruption, threat to internal state security, even terrorism sometimes, 
which can serve to mask political imprisonment. But also, yes, it has 
improved in a way. Why? Because the actions of civil societies have 
greatly developed over the past twenty years; laws have also been 
developed and applied; there is national and international media 
pressure… And in all these contexts where there is a demand for 
democracy in Africa, it has become harder to keep political prisoners 
incarcerated for long periods. It is more publicised, and therefore it can 
be more diffi  cult for political regimes to keep individuals or groups of 
individuals in prison for long periods for purely ideological or political 
reasons. 51



 Key takeaways 
‘Political’ imprisonment is not specifi c to Africa, but the lasting re-
presentation of the incarceration of opponents on the continent is 
linked to widespread symbols and practices. There is a long colonial 
history of the political uses of imprisonment, from the period of co-
lonial conquest to decolonisation, which fuelled the brutal practices 
of political imprisonment in certain postcolonial authoritarian regimes. 
These practices have had a lasting impact on the memories of African 
societies, and a genuine ‘library’ on the prison experience has amassed, 
with the publication of the accounts and testimonies of political priso-
ners, which has contributed to the image and imaginary of the ‘political 
prison’ in Africa.
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Prison and 
political transitions
 The impact of political regime changes on prisons

Yasmine : What are the relations between prison and political 
transitions? Prison is a tool for constructing political domination and 
it is a key issue during changes of power. What can we say about the 
variations in the link between prison and authorities in Africa?

Christine : Prison has always been adjusted to the ideologies and 
discourses of the regimes in power or those that want to take power. 
Therefore, the fi lling of prisons, as well as the releases and pardons 
that can take place during a regime change, are always subject to the 
twists and turns of history. And, Yasmine, you are well aware of this in 
the case of Tunisia.

Yasmine : It’s true! If we think about it, Tunisia post-independence, from 
Bourguiba to Ben Ali, used prison extensively in order to build power, 
be it for Bourguiba to build his power against the ‘Youssefi st sedition’ 
in the 1960s and against the perspectivist movement in the 1970s and 
1980s, or for Ben Ali to establish his political transition and mark a 
break through a large-scale liberation upon taking power, which he then 
counterbalanced with the imprisonment of Islamists in the 1990s and 
2000s.

Christine : There are ebbs and fl ows, and it reminds me a bit of 
the recent political transitions that have taken place in Africa, 
in particular in Gambia and Zimbabwe in 2017. One of the fi rst 
measures taken by the successors of toppled or deposed leaders 
(Yahya Jammeh in Gambia and Robert Mugabe in Zimbabwe) has 
been to announce or to actually carry out the liberation of prisoners. 
It is as if this moment of political transition was supposed to be a 
moment of action on prisons. 

Yasmine : Can we then say that these political changes are 
opportunities for prisoners to be freed?

Christine : Let’s say that to the extent that there are quote, unquote 
‘opportunities’ to be imprisoned when there are political and military 
crises, correspondingly, when there are peace negotiations, crisis 
recoveries, and democratic transitions, then, yes, prisoners tend 
to become stakes in this peace or this crisis recovery. And in many 
discussions of peace treaties, this question of the liberation of prisoners, 
be they political or not—because they are sometimes denied the status of 
‘political prisoners’—is a central issue and a point of negotiation.

 Prisons and crisis recoveries: From prison disputes
 to penal reform, the example of Burundi 

Yasmine : Since you work on Burundi in particular, I imagine that 
in the case of this country, the question of prisons must have been 
particularly important?

Christine : Absolutely. It is an interesting case. In Burundi, there 
was what was called the ‘contentieux de 1993’ [‘1993 dispute’]. A civil 
war broke out between 1993 and 2000, with political and ethnic 
massacres. During this time, thousands of prisoners fi lled Burundian 
cells and jails. These included people accused of killing their 
neighbours, of participating in rebellions, among other things. When 
the negotiations between the armed factions and the government 
took place, in the 2000s, one key thing at stake in the negotiations 
(among others, of course) was the release of these prisoners.
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It was rather complicated because some people argued, ‘They are 
real criminals, they killed my neighbour, etc.’, while others said, 
‘Yes, but if they are not seen as political prisoners, if their demands 
and what they did are not seen as taking place in an ideological and 
political context at a given time, then the peace treaty will not be 
signed and the war will not end.’ Therefore, it was a crucial issue, 
and if this clause on the release of prisoners had not been included, 
if there had not been commissions established to free these priso-
ners by the thousands, the peace treaty would probably not have 
been signed or enacted. 

Yasmine : But can this strategy for crisis recovery be reduced to the 
freeing of prisoners?

Christine : Relieving prison congestion and releasing prisoners are 
generally a result of crisis recoveries and democratic transitions. 
But they are not the only things that democratic transitions and 
crisis recoveries do. What also occurs is that more thought is given 
to the meaning of prison and the meaning of punishment. Not 
only about who we put in prison but why we put them in prison. 
Political transitions are in fact moments that are conducive to 
penitentiary reform. 
Let us return to the case of Burundi that I am very familiar with. 
The results of the peace dialogue moved towards the release 
of some prisoners, but just after the establishment of a new 
government, or at least in the transition that preceded it, a new 
penal code and new penitentiary regulations were put in place; 
bodies were established to verify the living conditions of prisoners 
and the end of torture; and civil society associations were created 
and authorised to verify that these bodies and these penal codes 
or penitentiary regulations were respected. Therefore, it shifted 
the lines for prisons—that much is clear.
In this history of post-war reform in Burundi, Nelson Mandela 
played a role that deserves to be highlighted, not only because 
he was the lead negotiator of the peace treaties, but also because 
he was, I would remind you, one of the most famous political 
prisoners of his time. His intervention had a profound impact on 
penitentiary reform in Burundi.

 The paradox of post-apartheid prisons in South Africa
Yasmine : That echoes back to the political transition in Tunisia after 
2011, after the fall of Ben Ali! But since you mentioned Nelson Man-
dela, was there was a Mandela eff ect on the situation in South Africa?

Christine : There was an eff ect, but it was a rather paradoxical one. We 
were talking earlier about relieving the congestion of prisons. In fact, 
after Mandela’s election as President of South Africa in 1994, there 
were reforms: a law was passed on correctional services and the death 
penalty was abolished in order to integrate the human rights of inmates 
into penitentiary policies. At the same time, however, the Penal Code 
or the Criminal Code was strengthened, and even though there was a 
phase of release associated with the end of apartheid and the victory 
of the former supporters of the African National Congress, suddenly 
the prisons were fi lled once again due to the criminality and violence in 
South Africa. Therefore, the eff ect was rather paradoxical.

 Prison-symbols: 
 Heritage status and the denial of memory 

Yasmine : So, paradoxically, there are more people in prison in post-
apartheid South Africa, and yet I believe I heard that some prisons 
had been closed?

Christine : Yes, including the most famous one, Robben Island, which 
was the prison where Nelson Mandela was held for almost thirty years. 
It was not the only one to be closed, but, in any case, it was where many 
political prisoners were detained during apartheid. And, in fact, Robben 
Island is interesting because it became a prison… well, fi rst it was closed 
in 1996, soon after Mandela’s election, then it became a national 
museum, and fi nally it was added to the UNESCO World Heritage 
List, which tells you something about the history of this prison! On 
this topic, I fi nd it interesting to show that this heritage status is rather 
symptomatic of what the new regime wants to do with his memory, 
in particular his memory in relation to prison. Because not all prisons 
became museums. Sometimes prisons with a dark reputation are either 
abandoned, like Camp Boiro in Guinea, which, as if there were a denial 
of memory about this camp, people ‘forgot’ was a penitentiary camp; 55



or, conversely, there are prisons that have been maintained in their 
original state to serve as evidence in trials against dictators. I am thinking 
in particular of ‘la piscine’, or what was called ‘la piscine’, which was the 
personal prison of the dictator Hissène Habré in Chad, and which ser-
ved as evidence in the trial against him.

Yasmine : So, there are diff erent forms of giving heritage status, or, 
conversely, of denying prisons, that infl uence the way in which new 
powers identify themselves?

Christine : Yes, and sometimes prisons also continue to be used the 
same way as they were before. This is also a form of denial, since they 
just put on a coat of paint and hope that the memory and history will 
go away. But yes, there is something of interest in what happens to 
prisons once the transition has taken place.

 Key takeaways 
Political transitions (regime changes or the end of confl icts) often re-
present opportunities for the mass release of prisoners, both political 
and otherwise. Beyond relieving prison congestion, they are also pe-
riods for refl ection on the meaning of prison, and times when penal 
and judiciary reforms are launched. 
These developments can have an immediate impact (in Burundi, the 
settling of the ‘1993 dispute’ has been linked to the laying down of 
weapons) or paradoxical eff ects (in South Africa, the post-apartheid 
penal reform saturated the prisons that had just been emptied). In 
any case, it is clear that prison and its uses are subject to the twists 
and turns of history and construct the regimes that take an interest in 
them. The images of prisons that these regimes construct are refl ected 
in the ways in which they deal with them—whether they are turned 
into museums, abandoned, or simply patched up.
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The museumification of prisons

Look at this 
souvenir bracelet 

I got from 
Robben Island!

Woah! 
So cool!
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